
ENGLISH FOLIO

To open the SQA template for your National 5 or Higher English writing portfolio, click the link below. This will allow you
to open the folio and paste in your essay.

These are the front covers, which the school or centre provides. They will require you to include your name,
school, candidate number, as well as the title and word count of each of your two pieces. The report below
details the findings of our consultation. These are given to the school by the SQA and are non-negotiable. Best
of Luck from the team at Saturday School! Higher English performance - spoken language Understanding
Standards materials Login required Please speak to your SQA co-ordinator to access these materials. Please
note: Understanding Standards materials are regularly reviewed to ensure they remain up to date. Deadlines
Your school or centre will have strict dates upon which the Folios will be collected. But this means you have
write very neatly and carefully. No, Both portfolio pieces can be contained within one template. Follow Us
We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. Any errors or incomplete
sections could delay your exam results, which is never a good thing! Where do I find the template? It would
also be wise to keep a saved version of your final version. How much of my mark is my English folio worth?
So it is worth ensuring it is the best work you can produce. Please ensure that the pieces follow the order of
the flyleaf, â€” broadly creative followed by broadly discursive. The SQA recommend that candidates type
directly onto the template. Therefore, a template with standard fonts and margins makes the process much
smoother and improves your chances of getting a good result. The template has a straightforward format and is
set up with a common font and font size. It is recommended that the portfolio pieces are printed double-sided
where possible. Based on the findings of this consultation, we have refreshed the Scottish set text list for use
from session onwards. Check with your teacher to confirm you know your deadline. CPD support is
subject-specific and can be tailored to cover one or more qualification level. Ok Privacy policy. The template
is available in a Word format. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. To
view our privacy policy, please visit our website. CPD Additional CPD support Where any particular areas of
concern are identified, which are not addressed by our Understanding Standards events or support materials,
we will offer free continuing professional development CPD training, subject to request. But, you can also
copy and paste your writing from another file. This just allows for quicker processing and helps save trees too.
This means that it is really important that have your Folio completed by your official deadline. By submitting
this form, you agree that we may process your information in accordance with these terms. Scottish set text list
In , we carried out a consultation with teachers and other key stakeholders on the refresh of the Scottish set
text list for National 5 and Higher English courses. Most candidates prefer the electronic method. What format
does the SQA English folio template use? Do I have to include the pieces in a certain order? To find out more
about this service visit our CPD page. If I type into it, can I just send my English Folio electronically? In order
to do this, you must use an official Folio template to produce hard copies of your portfolio, which will be sent
to the SQA. You or your teacher must print out a hard copy which must be submitted through the school or
centre in the usual way. Do I need to use a different template for each piece of writing? Getting it right,
reduces the pressure of your final exam. This entry was posted in Uncategorized on by admin.


